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subject to continuous decay over time at a constant rate. In after
years, There is a vast amount of literature on inventory models
for price-dependent demand rate such as Wee [12], Abad [13],
Wee and Law [14], Abad [15], Mukhopadhyay et al. [16]–[17],
Chang et al. [18], Dye [19] etc.
In addition, the objective of effective supply chain
management is the reduction of costs, improvement of cash
flow and increased operational efficiency across the entire
business through connecting inventory control, purchasing
coordination and sales order processing with market demand
[20]. The joint optimization concept for the vendor and buyer is
initiated by Goyal [21]. Banerjee [22] extended Goyal's [21]
model and assumed that the supplier followed a lot-for-lot
shipment policy with respect to a retailer. Goyal [23] extended
Banerjee's model by relaxing the lot-for-lot assumption and
assumed that the vendor’s lot size is an integer multiple of the
buyer’s order size and examined a model for a single vendorsingle buyer production inventory system. Lu [24] then
generalized Goyal's [23] model by relaxing the assumption that
the supplier could supply the retailer only after completing the
entire lot size. Following, Many researchers (see for example,
[25]–[30]) continued to propose more batching and shipping
policies for integrated inventory models.
Consequently, the contribution of this paper, relative to
previous studies, is that we explore a vendor-buyer integrated
inventory in the context of the following three issues: (1) when
the buyer is informed by the vendor of a future price increase
and decides whether to make a special order before the
increase, and what their new retail price should be; and (2) the
vendor's lot size is an integer multiple of the buyer's order size.
Furthermore, due to the vendor may or not provide all the
special order quantity at the buyer’s next replenishment date
and hence the shortage will or not occur, two specific situations
are discussed in this study.

Abstract—This paper proposes a single-vendor, single-buyer
integrated inventory model in response to announced supply price
increase when market demand rate depends on the retail price. The
purpose of this paper is to determine the optimal special ordering and
pricing policies for the buyer and the optimal number of shipment per
production cycle for the vendor. Furthermore, when the buyer makes a
special order, the vendor may or not provide all the special order
quantity at the buyer’s next replenishment date and hence the shortage
may or not occur. That is, two specific situations are discussed in this
study. A simple algorithm to find the optimal solution is developed.
Finally, an numerical example will be presented to demonstrate the
integrated model and solution procedure and provide manager a useful
decision consultation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S

INCE Naddor [1] presented an economic order quantity
(EOQ) model where the vendor announces a supply price
increase, many researchers have taken the price increase into
account and proposed various analytical models to gain more
insight into the relationship between price increase and
inventory policy (see for example, [2]–[9]). When taking the
price increase into account, it is common that in response to the
price increase, the buyer may have no choice but to increase the
retail price. Nevertheless, a weakness in above inventory
models is they neglect the price-dependent demand rate, a
common phenomenon.
In real business environment, pricing strategy is one of the
major policies for the buyer to obtain its maximum profit.
Usually, price has a direct impact on demand, and models with
price-dependent demand occupy a prominent place in the
inventory literature [10]. Cohen [11] firstly determined the
optimal replenishment cycle and price for inventory that is

II. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
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The following notation and assumptions are used in this
study:
A. Notation
c

cr

20

vendor’s unit production cost before the
material price increase
vendor’s unit production cost after the
material price increase, cr>c
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vendor’s unit supply price (i.e., buyer’s unit
purchasing cost) before the material price
increase, v>c
vr vendor’s unit supply price (i.e., buyer’s unit
purchasing cost) after the material price
increase, vr>cr
p buyer’s unit retail price when the unit
purchasing cost is v , p>v
pr buyer’s unit retail price when the unit
purchasing cost is vr, pr>vr
ps buyer’s unit retail price for the special order
quantity, a decision variable
D( p) market demand rate, which is a decreasing
function of the unit retail price.
S vendor’s setup cost per setup
A buyer’s ordering cost per order
R vendor’s production rate
hv vendor’s holding cost rate, as a fraction of
the cost of the item carried in inventory per
unit time, 0<hv<1
hb buyer’s holding cost rate, as a fraction of the
cost of the item carried in inventory per unit
time, 0<hb<1
 buyer’s unit shortage cost per unit time
Q buyer’s order quantity before the material
price increase
Qr buyer’s order quantity after the material
price increase
Qs buyer’s special order quantity (i.e., vendor’s
special production quantity) before the
material price increase, a decision variable
m the number of shipment from the vendor to
the buyer per production cycle before the
material price increase
mr the number of shipment from the vendor to
the buyer per production cycle after the
material price increase
ms the number of shipment per production
cycle when the retailer make a special order,
an integer decision variable
T the length of buyer’s replenishment cycle
time before the material price increase
Tr the length of buyer’s replenishment cycle
time after the material price increase
Ts depletion time for the quantity Qs, a decision
variable
t s the length of time in which the inventory is
shortage, a decision variable
JTP( p, T ) joint total profit per unit time during the
replenishment period T
JTPr ( pr , Tr ) joint total profit per unit time during the
replenishment period Tr
g1 (ms , ps , Ts ) joint total profit increase between the
special order and regular order during the
special cycle time for case 1
g2 (ms , ps , ts ,Ts ) joint total profit increase between the
special order and regular order during the
v

*

special cycle time for case 2
The superscript represents optimal value.

B. Assumptions
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

There is single-vendor and single-buyer for a single
product in this model.
Before the material price increase, the buyer orders optimal
economic order quantity, Q* units per order; the vendor
produces m* Q* units in each production run, and delivers
Q* units to the buyer in each shipment. After the material
price increase, if the buyer makes a special order with Qs
units, the vendor produces Qs+(ms-1)Qr* units in a special
production run. Otherwise, if the buyer makes a regular
order with Q* units, the vendor produces Q*+(mr*-1)Qr*
units in a regular production run.
For the vendor, shortages are not allowed whether the
buyer makes a general or special order. For the buyer,
shortages are allowed when making a special order.
When shortages occur, the unsatisfied demand is complete
backlogged.
When the material price increases, the vendor will reflect it
on the supply price (i.e., the buyer’s purchase cost). In turn,
the buyer will also reflect its purchase cost on the retail
price.
The demand rate is a non-negative, decreasing and concave
function of the retail price p.
III. MODEL FORMULATION

This study explores the possible effects of retail price
increases on a retailer’s replenishment policy. Before the
material price increase, the integrated inventory system evolves
as follows: the buyer orders Q units per order and the vendor
produces mQ units in each production run, and delivers Q units
to the buyer in each shipment. After the material price increase,
the retailer determines whether make a special order or regular
order. If the buyer decides to make a special order with Qs units,
the vendor produces Qs+(ms-1)Qr* units in a special production
run. Otherwise, if the buyer makes a regular order with Q*
units, the vendor produces Q*+(mr*-1)Qr* units in a regular
production run. Following, we first establish the joint total
profit per unit time before the price of material increases. And
then the joint profit increase between the special order and
regular order during the special cycle time is developed.
Before the price of material increases, the buyer's total profit
per unit time consists of the selling revenue, ordering cost,
purchasing cost and holding cost, which is given by
TPB(p, T) = (p-v)D(p)-A/T-[hbvD(p)T]/2.
(1)
The vendor's total profit per unit time consists of the selling
revenue, setup cost, production cost and holding cost, which is
given by
TPV(m, p, T) = (v-c)D(p)-S/(mT)
-{[hvcD(p)T]/2}×{m-1+2-[mD(p)]/R}.
(2)
Once the buyer and vendor have built up a long-term
strategic partnership, they can jointly determine the optimal
policy for both parties. Accordingly, the joint total profit per
unit time can obtained as the sum of the buyer's and the
vendor's total profits per unit time. That is,
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JTP(m, p, T) = TPB(p, T)+TPV(m, p, T),
(3)
where TPB(p, T) and TVB(m, p, T) are shown in (1) and (2).
The objective of this problem is to determine the optimal
pricing, ordering and production policies that correspond to
maximizing the joint total profit per unit time. The optimal
solutions can be obtained by using the following search
procedure: Firstly, for fixed p and T, checking the effect of m
on the joint total profit per unit time JTP(m, p, T) in (3). Taking
second-order derivative of JTP(m, p, T) with respect to m , it
gets d2JTP(m, p, T)/dm2=-2S/m3T<0. Hence, JTP(m, p, T)is a
concave function of m. Consequently, the search for the optimal
number of shipments m (denoted by m*) is reduced to find a
local maximum.
Next, for a given integer m, we can prove that for any given
retail price p, the optimal value of T not only exists but also is
unique. And then for any given value of T, there exists a unique
sell pricing p to maximize the objective function. The processes
of proofs are similar to Dye [19], Wu et al. [10], Yang et al.
[31], and hence are omitted here. Once the optimal retail price,
p*, the length of replenishment cycle time, T*, and the number
of shipment for the vendor to the buyer per production cycle,
m*, are calculated, the optimal order quantity, Q*, the joint total
profit per unit time, JTP(m*, p*, T*), can be obtained.
When the supply price changes from v to vr due to the
production cost changes from c to cr, if the buyer does not
replace a special order before the price increases, then he/she
will reflect the supply price changes on the retail price. Hence,
the retail price increases from p to pr. In this situation, the joint
total profit per unit time becomes
JTPr (mr, pr, Tr) = TPBr(pr, Tr)+TPVr(mr, pr, Tr)
= (pr-cr)D(pr)-A/Tr-hbvrD(pr)Tr/2-S/mrTr
-[hvcrD(pr)Tr/2]{mr-1+[2-mrD(pr)]/R}, (4)
where
TPBr(pr, Tr) = (pr -vr)D(pr)-A/Tr -[hbvrD(pr)Tr]/2,
and
TPVr(mr, pr, Tr) = (pr-cr)D(pr)-S/mrTr
-{[hvcrD(pr)Tr]/2}{mr-1+[2-mrD(pr)]/R}.
By using the similar argument as above, once the optimal
retail price, pr*, the length of replenishment cycle time, Tr*, and
the number of shipment from the vendor to the buyer per
production cycle, mr*, are calculated, the optimal order
quantity, Qr*, and the joint total profit per unit time, JTP(mr*,
pr*, Tr*), can be obtained.
Subsequently, when the vendor announces a supply price
increase (from v to vr) that is effective starting at the next
production cycle, the buyer may at once place a special order to
take advantage of the relative lower supply price before the
price increases. In order to response the marketing situation, the
buyer will reflect supply price changes on retail price.
Our purpose is to determine the optimal special order
quantity and the retail price by maximizing the joint total profit
increase between special and regular orders during the
depletion time of the special order quantity. Due to the vendor
may or not provide all the special order quantity at the buyer’s
next replenishment date and hence the shortage will or not
occur, two specific situations are discussed in this study: (i)
Qs/R ≦ T* and (ii) Qs/R>T*. Next, we will formulate the

corresponding joint total profit increasing function for these
two cases.
Case 1. Qs/R≦T*
In this case, the vendor can provide all the special order
quantity at the buyer’s next replenishment date which implies
the shortage will not occur (see Fig. 1). For the buyer, the total
profit of the special order during the time interval [0, Ts] is
equal to total revenue minus the total relevant cost which
consists of the ordering cost, purchasing cost and holding cost,
and can be expressed by (ps-v)D(ps)Ts-A-hbvD(ps)Ts2/2. As to
the following period, the buyer follows regular EOQ policies
with the unit production cost cr, purchasing price vr and retail
price pr. Thus, the total profit during the rest period is (ms-1)Tr*
×TPB r(pr*, T r*).
Therefore, the total profit for the buyer in a special production
cycle (denoted by TPBS1(ms, ps, Ts)) is give by
TPBS1(ms, ps, Ts) = (ps-v)D(ps)Ts-A-[hbvD(ps)Ts2]/2
+(ms-1)Tr* ×TPB r(p r*, T r*).
(5)
Similarly, the total profit for the vendor in a special
production cycle (denoted by TPVS1(ms, ps, Ts)) is equal to total
revenue minus the total relevant cost which consists of the
set-up cost, production cost and holding cost, and can be
expressed by
TPVS1(ms, ps, Ts) = (v-cr)D(ps)Ts+(vr-cr)(ms-1)D(pr*)Tr*-S
-(hvcr/2){{[D(ps)Ts]2-[(ms-1)D(pr*)Tr*]2}/R
+2(ms-1)D(pr*)Tr*Ts+(ms-1)(ms-2)D(pr*)Tr*2}.
(6)
Consequently, the joint total profit for a special production
cycle when the buyer decides to adopt a special order policy
(denoted by JTPS1(ms, ps, Ts)) can be obtained as the sum of the
buyer’s and the vendor’s total profits, i.e.,
JTPS1(ms, ps, Ts) = TPBS1(ms, ps, Ts)+TPVS1(ms, ps, Ts). (7)
If the vendor and buyer adopt its regular policies, then the
joint total profit for a special production cycle will be divided
into two periods (see Fig. 1). For the buyer, the buyer orders Q*
units with the unit purchasing price v and sells with the retail
price p* in first replenishment cycle. At the following period,
the buyer orders Qr* units at the unit purchasing price vr and
sells with the retail price pr*. The total profit for a special
production cycle is given by
TPBN1(ms, Ts) = T* TPB(p*, T*)
+[Ts+(ms-1)Tr*-T*] TPB(pr*, Tr*).
(8)
As to the vendor, in first regular production cycle, he/she
products Q*+(mr*-1)Qr* units and then mr*Qr* for the following
production cycle. The total profit for the vendor in a special
production cycle is
TPVN1(ms, Ts) = (v-cr)D(p*)T*+(vr-cr)(mr*-1)D(pr*)Tr*-S
-(hvcr/2){{[D(p*)T*]2-[(mr*-1)D(pr*)Tr*]2}/R
+2(mr*-1)D(pr*)Tr*T*+(ms-1)(ms-2)D(pr*)Tr*2}
+[Ts+(ms-mr*)Tr*-T*]/[D(pr*)/R+(mr*-1)Tr*]
×mr*Tr*TPVr(mr*, pr*, Tr*).
(9)
Consequently, the joint total profit for a special production
cycle when the buyer decides to adopt a regular order policy
(denoted by JTPN1(ms, Ts))can be obtained as the sum of the
buyer’s and the vendor’s total profits, which leads to
22
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JTPN1 (ms Ts )  TPBN1 (ms , Ts )  TPVN1 (ms , Ts ).
(10)
Comparing (7) with (10), the joint total profit increase for Case
1 can be given by
g1 (ms , ps , Ts )  JTPS1 (ms , ps , Ts )  JTPN1 (ms , Ts ).
(11)
where JTPS1(ms, ps, Ts) and JTPN1(ms, Ts) are shown as in (7)
and (10), respectively.

with the retail price p* in first replenishment cycle. At the
following period, the buyer orders Qr* units at the unit
purchasing price vr and sells with the retail price pr*. Therefore,
the total profit for the buyer in a special production cycle is
given by
TPBN2(ms, Ts) = T*TPB(p*, T*)
+[Ts+(ms-1)Tr*-T*] TPB(pr*, Tr*).
(15)
As to the vendor, in first regular production cycle, the vendor
products Q*+(mr*-1)Qr* units and then mr*Qr* for the following
production cycle. The total profit for the vendor in a special
production cycle is
TPVN2(ms, ts, Ts) = (v-cr)D(p*)T*+(vr-cr)(mr*-1)D(pr*)Tr*-S
-(hvcr/2){{[D(p*)T*]2-[(mr*-1)D(pr*)Tr*]2}/R
+2(mr*-1)D(pr*)Tr*T*+(ms-1)(ms-2)D(pr*)Tr*2}
+[Ts-ts+(ms-mr*)Tr*-T*]/[D(pr*)/R+(mr*-1)Tr*]
×mr*Tr*TPVr(mr*, pr*, Tr*).
(16)
Consequently, the joint total profit for a special production
cycle when the buyer decides to adopt a regular order policy
(denoted by JTPN2(ms, ts, Ts)) can be obtained as the sum of the
buyer’s and the vendor’s total profits, which leads to
JTPN2(ms, ts, Ts) = TPBN2(ms, Ts)+TPVN2(ms, ts, Ts).
(17)
Comparing (14) with (17), the joint total profit increase for
Case 2 can be given by
(18)
g2(ms, ps, ts, Ts) = JTPS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts)-JTPN2(ms, ts, Ts).
where JTPS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts) and JTPN2(ms, ts, Ts) are shown as in
(14) and (17), respectively.
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Time
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T

Time
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Ts
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Fig. 1. The integrated inventory system when Qs/R≦T*
Case 2. Qs/R>T*
In this case, the vendor is unable to provide all the special
order quantity at the buyer’s next replenishment date and hence
the shortage will occur and complete backlogged (see Fig. 2).
For the buyer, the total profit of the special order during the
time interval [0, Ts] is equal to total revenue minus the total
relevant cost which consists of the ordering cost, purchasing
cost, holding cost and shortage cost and can be expressed by
(ps-v)D(ps)Ts-A-[hbvD(ps)(Ts-ts)2]/2-[πD(ps)ts2]/2.
As to the following period, the buyer follows regular EOQ
policies with the unit production cost cr, purchasing price vr and
retail price pr. Thus, the total profit during the rest period is
(ms-1)Tr*TPB(pr*, Tr*).
Therefore, the total profit for the buyer in a special
production cycle (denoted by TPBS2(ps, ts, Ts)) is give by
TPBS2(ps, ts, Ts) = (ps-v)D(ps)Ts-A-[hbvD(ps)(Ts-ts)2]/2
-[πD(ps)ts2]/2+(ms-1)Tr*TPBr(pr*, Tr*). (12)
Similarly, the total profit for the vendor in a special
production cycle (denoted by TPVS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts)) is equal to
total revenue minus the total relevant cost which consists of the
set-up cost, production cost and holding cost, and can be
expressed by
TPVS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts) = (v-cr)D(ps)Ts+(vr-cr)(ms-1)D(pr*)Tr*-S
-(hvcr/2){{[D(ps)Ts]2-[(ms-1)D(pr*)Tr*]2}/R
+2(ms-1)D(pr*)Tr*(Ts-ts)+(ms-1)(ms-2)
×D(pr*)Tr*2}.
(13)
The joint total profit for a special production cycle when the
buyer decides to adopt a special order policy (denoted by
JTPS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts)) can be obtained as the sum of the buyer’s
and the vendor’s total profits.
JTPS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts) = TPBS2(ps, ts, Ts)+TPVS2(ms, ps, ts, Ts). (14)
Similar as Case 1, if the vendor and buyer adopt its regular
policies, then the joint total profit for a special production cycle
will be divided into two periods (see Fig. 2). For the buyer,
he/she orders Q* units with the unit purchasing price v and sells

Inventory level

Qs+(ms-1)Qr

mQ
Qs

Q

Qr

T

T+(mr-2)Tr
Ts-tss+(ms-2)Tr

Time
(mr-1)Tr

Inventory level

Q

T

ts

Time

Tr
Ts

Fig. 2. The integrated inventory system when Qs/R>T*
IV. THEORETICAL RESULT
The objective of this problem is to determine the optimal
pricing, ordering and production policies that correspond to
maximizing the joint total profit increase. In order to solve this
problem, we consider the following two cases: (i) Qs /R≦T*and
(ii) Qs /R>T*.
Case 1. Qs/R≦T*
Due to the high-power expression of the exponential
function, we could not obtain a closed-form solution. Instead,
for fixed ps and Ts, we first check the effect of ms on the joint
total profit increase g1(ms, ps, Ts) in (11). Taking second-order
derivative of g1(ms, ps, Ts) with respect to ms, it gets
d2 g1(ms, ps, Ts)/dms 2 = hvcrD(pr*)Tr*2[D(pr*)/R-1]<0.
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Hence, g1(ms, ps, Ts) is a concave function of ms. Consequently,
the search for the optimal number of shipments ms (denoted by
ms1*) is reduced to find a local maximum.
Next, for a given integer ms1*, we can prove that for any given
retail price ps, the optimal value of Ts not only exists but also is
unique. And then for any given value of Ts, there exists a unique
sell pricing ps to maximize the objective function. The
processes of proofs are similar to Dye [19], Wu et al. [10],
Yang et al. [31], and hence are omitted here. Once the optimal
retail price, ps (denoted by ps1*), the length of special order
cycle time, Ts (denoted by Ts1*), and the number of shipment
from the vendor to the buyer per production cycle, ms1*, are
calculated, the optimal special order quantity, Qs (denoted by
Qs1*), and the joint total profit increase, g1(ms1*, ps1*, Ts1*), can be
obtained.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To illustrate the optimal ordering policy, the following
example is presented:
Given an inventory system with the following parameters:
D(p)=1000  8p, where p<125, R=1500, v=30, c=10, vr=35,
cr=12, A=50, S=300, hb=0.15, hv=0.1, π=3 in appropriate units.
It is shown that the increase rates of unit production and supply
price are [(cr  c)/c] 100% =20% and [(vr  v)/v] 100%
=16.67%, respectively. From the algorithm, we can obtain the
optimal number of shipment, retail price, length of
replenishment cycle time and order quantity as shown in Table
1.

Case 2. Qs/R>T*
Similar as Case 1, for fixed ps , t s and Ts , we first check the
effect of ms on the joint total profit increase g2(ms, ps, ts, Ts) in
Equation (18). Taking second-order derivative of g2(ms, ps, ts, Ts)
with respect to ms, it gets
d2 g2(ms, ps, ts, Ts)/dms 2 = hvcrD(pr*)Tr*2[D(pr*)/R-1]<0
Hence, g2(ms, ps, ts, Ts) is a concave function of ms.
Consequently, the search for the optimal number of shipments
ms (denoted by ms2*) is reduced to find a local maximum.
Next, for a given integer ms2*, we can prove that for any given
retail price ps, the optimal value of (ts, Ts) not only exists but
also is unique. And then for any given value of (ts, Ts), there
exists a unique sell pricing ps to maximize the objective
function. Once the optimal retail price, ps (denoted by ps2*), the
length of time, (ts, Ts) (denoted by (ts2*, Ts2*)), and the number of
shipment from the vendor to the buyer per production cycle,
ms2*, are calculated, the optimal special order quantity, Qs
(denoted by Qs2*), and the joint total profit increase, g2(ms2*, ps2*,
ts2*, Ts2*), can be obtained.
Finally, we develop a simple algorithm to illustrate the
step-by-step solution procedure for finding the optimal solution
as follows.
Algorithm

i 1,2

i 1, 2

From Table 1, the buyer will reflect supply price increases on
retail price with the rate [(pr*- p*)/p*] 100%  1.51% which is
less than the increase rates of unit production and supply price.
Furthermore, when the vendor announces a price increase that
is effective starting on a particular future date, the optimal value
of g*=g1*=82056.5-81705.6=350.882 and the change rate on
retail price is [(ps*-p*)/p*] 100%  1.62% . From the
economical viewpoint, the buyer will place a special order to
take advantage of current lower purchasing cost before supply
price increases. And then the vendor will also product more
quantity and increase the number of shipment in a special
production cycle.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate a single-vendor, single-buyer
integrated inventory model in response to announced supply
price increase when market demand rate depends on the retail
price. From the point of view of the vendor, he/she will
determine the optimal shipment policy with the increase in the
price of raw material. And then he/she will reflect the
increasing cost on supply price (the buyer’s purchase cost) and
allow the buyer to make a special order. From the buyer's
viewpoint, he/she will adopt a special order policy to determine
the optimal special order quantity and retail price when demand
rate depends on retail price. A simple algorithm to find the
optimal solution is provided and a numerical example is
presented to demonstrate the developed model and solution
procedure. From the numerical results, we have that the buyer
will place a special order to take advantage of current lower
purchasing cost before supply price increases. And then the
vendor will also increase product quantity and the number of
shipment in a special production cycle.

Step 1. Determine m*, T*, p*, mr*, pr* and Tr*, respectively.
Step 2. Find the optimal value (ms1*, ps1*, Ts1*, Qs1*) for Case 1.
Step 3. Find the optimal value (ms2*, ps2*, ts2*, Ts2*, Qs2*) for Case
2.
Step 4. Compare Qs1* with RT*. If Qs1*/R≦T*, then substitute
the optimal value (ms1*, ps1*, Ts1*) into (11) to evaluate
g1* ; otherwise, set g1* =-∞.
Step 5. Compare Qs2* with RT*. If Qs2*/R>T*, then substitute the
optimal value (ms2*, ps2*, ts2*, Ts2*) into (18) to evaluate
g2* ; otherwise, set g2* =-∞.
Step 6. Find Max gi . Let g *  Max g i , then

TABLE I
THE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS BEFORE AND AFTER PRICE INCREASE IN EXAMPLE 1
After price
Before supply
After supply
increase (special
price increase
price increase
order policy)
Optimal number of
6
6
15
shipment
Optimal retail price
67.9061
68.9466
69.0079
Optimal length of
0.2299
0.2132
0.3894
replenishment cycle time
Optimal buyer's order
105.024
95.591
174.446
quantity
Optimal vendor' s
630.144
573.546
2616.69
product quantity

the optimal

solution follows.
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